Visiting the RFL

- **Thursday Drop-In Workshops:**
  - Grants for Individuals (including scholarship & travel funding), 3-4PM
  - Grants to Non-Profits (for programming and UT supported projects), 4-5PM
- **Appointments (highly recommended)** available for one-on-one help. Email RFL@austin.utexas.edu to arrange a time.

Online Resources Available at the RFL

- *Foundation Grants to Individuals Online* is great for fellowship and travel funding searches, and has a search filter for international students (foreign applicants).
- *Philanthropy Insight* allows grant seekers to search for grants made for similar projects by region and pinpoints these on a map. Great for assessing regional need or identifying potential collaborators.

Print Resources

- *Money for Graduate Students in the Arts and Humanities*, Gail A. Schlachter and R. David Weber
- *Money for Graduate Students in Social and Behavioral Sciences*, Gail A. Schlachter and R. David Weber
- *Encyclopedia of Associations: International Organizations* to identify potential sponsors with shared interests located in the U.S. or at your research destination
- *Book of Lists*, compiled by the *Austin Business Journal*, lists potential local business sponsors by industry and philanthropic interests.